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Researchers have shown both performance drawbacks and benefits of using telepointers or similar display 
overlay-technologies in remote instruction; however, there is not a clear understanding of why there are 
these performance effects. This poses a challenge in knowing how and when to successfully use or design 
telepointing technologies in remote instruction. A better understanding is needed with the rise of remote 
workers in a wide array of industries from oil rig repair to surgery, and the proliferation of heads-up 
displays or telecommunications devices to support these future work practices. In this study, we explore 
how the information conveyed through a telepointer is taken up and acted upon by surgical trainees in a 
laparoscopic surgical telementoring setting. We collected audio and video data of 12 surgical trainees who 
performed standard laparoscopic surgical tasks on a physical model under the guidance of a surgical 
trainer. We investigated both action and talk to determine how the telepointer-based information was 
used. Our findings reveal three main challenges in using the instructional information conveyed through 
the telepointer including the trainees’ tendency of attending to the telepointer instruction as the primary 
source of information. We argue that the found challenges are socio-technical in nature and require a 
redesign of the mentoring context as well as the technological tools.   
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1 INTRODUCTION 

There has been much work in human-computer interaction and computer supported cooperative 
work to create tools that support effective distributed work practices [7,11,18,50]. One example of 
such tools are telepointer technologies - remote pointing and annotation tools.  
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Telepointers have been shown to support collaborative interactions by simulating the missing 
gestural information in a distributed setting [27] as gestural information can clarify or enhance the 
verbally communicated message in performing a task [15].  
Researchers have shown both drawbacks and benefits of using telepointers or similar display 
overlay-technologies [49,52]. For example, when performing spatial tasks, pointing technologies 
can impair task performance, while reducing mental workload in a mentoring situation [52]. The 
performance reduction is assumed to be due to trainee’s inability to perform the task on their own 
because of over-reliance on the instruction provided by the pointer technology. The other assumed 
challenge of telepointing technologies is the less active exploration from trainees because of overly 
specific commands from trainers [52]. The fact that telepointer tools are mostly deployed as a 
single user input gesture tool [11] where typically only the remote trainer can point is another 
source of problems. It is argued that such tools cause the trainees to passively accept the 
information provided to them instead of actively acquiring the knowledge [11]. 

While these assumptions are a start, in order to increase the benefits of using a telepointer and 
to address possible challenges on the collaboration process, a detailed exploration of trainees’ 
behaviors in taking up and acting upon the given information is essential. Our immediate question 
is not about the positive and negative impacts of the telepointers, but rather how the information 
provided by a telepointer is used by the information recipient.  

In the following study, we collected audio and video data of surgical trainees performing a 
standard surgical task while being instructed by a remote trainer using a telepointer. The 
telepointer enables a trainer to point or draw a freehand sketch over live laparoscopic video. Our 
approach in using conversation analysis allowed us to explore both the actions and talk around the 
use of information that is transferred by the telepointer. Based on our analysis, three main 
challenges are revealed in using and acting upon information provided by the telepointer. These 
challenges include trainees’ tendency of attending to the telepointer instruction as the primary 
source of information, parsing sequences of information provided by the telepointer, and 
insufficiency of the information provided by the telepointer in proceeding with manipulations 
having significant consequences. We further argue that these challenges are neither merely 
technical nor solely social, but we face a socio-technical problem. Finally, we present socio-
technical implications for each identified challenge.  

2 BACKGROUND 

2.1 Tele-pointing 

Telepointing technologies have a long history within the CSCW community. In remote group-
work settings, they are typically implemented as a tool for the remote person, replacing his/her 
traditional cursor with a pointer that replicates the person’s interactive hand movements [10]. 
Telepointers use in remote collaboration rose in the early 1990s by introducing systems such as 
Agora [34], Commune [5], GestureCam [33], MMM [4], and DOVE [45], and it is still a focus of 
research in the community [1,11,27]. They were created to enhance the effectiveness of distributed 
collaboration through explicit visual feedback. The systems enabled a remote expert to guide the 
actions of a local worker through visual instructions. The ability to guide actions through visual 
instructions allows for explicit instruction, and in fact, pointing on the shared view could represent 
the remote person’s instructive gesture, which would have otherwise been missed in a distributed 
setting [27]. These technologies have been studied for mentoring purposes, specifically, when a 
trainee needs to be guided by a remote trainer.  

Research results have so far demonstrated the benefits of using telepointers in remote 
collaborations [19,31]. For instance, it has been shown that the telepointer increases joint action 
coordination, allowing the group to see when actions begin and end, and enabling people to 
anticipate one another's actions [19]. It has also been demonstrated that the local worker’s ability 
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to accomplish a novel task is improved when being instructed by a telepointer as compared to a 
standard video-mediated condition [31]. These results indicate that the telepointers can facilitate 
the group process and enhance the novice local worker’s skill of performing the task.  

Along with the benefits, researchers have uncovered some possible challenges with the use of 
telepointing technologies and in kind have suggestion for further design considerations. With an 
experiment of robot-assembly task with pairs of students, Fussel et al. [15] showed that the cursor 
pointing tool did not improve the students’ performance over the scene view only condition. They 
hypothesized that performance did not improve due to the limited functionality of the pointing 
tool, in that it only supported pointing, but not any representational hand gestures. This would 
include such crucial instructional information as the orientation and the direction of movement. In 
a different study, Fussell et al. [14] found that additional gestural information is required to be 
provided by the telepointer to demonstrate the actions and increase performance. However, Kim et 
al. [29] found that with the use of a pointing technology, verbal communication was still the main 
modality for conveying crucial orientation information because the telepointer is unable to 
represent such information. The importance of a combination of verbal and pointing instructions, 
also, was a finding of early studies of embodied references in workplace interactions within which 
verbal and pointing instruction, hand in hand, provide the context to interpret the deictic 
instructions [24,32]. In still other work, a system that only provides a remote-worker with a 
pointing tool was found to impair the balance of communication structure, as the local worker 
passively follows the pointer without contributing his or her own input [11]. All these studies refer 
to missing functionalities, which represent some technical issues with the telepointing 
technologies. Compared to the technical design suggestions, social implementation considerations 
in how collaborators use the telepointers are not much covered in literature. Providing social clues 
regarding how to better use the telepointer in cases could call for less effort and cost as compared 
to technical solutions.  

Although prior work identified challenges of using telepointing technologies, the challenges 
were not the focus of the study. Instead, they were discussed as a way to explain why the 
technology may have negatively affected the group process or outcome. In the following study, by 
analyzing the detailed talk and actions of an instructor and learner, we are deeply focused on the 
challenges to uncover both possible technical and social solutions with the current telepointing 
technologies.  

2.2 The Rise of Tele-instruction 

With the rise of high-speed networks (e.g. 5G network) over the past two decades, tele-instruction 
- providing instruction from a distance - has become an active field both in research and in 
industry. The primary tele-instruction systems were mainly based on simple audio and video 
communications [13,28]. Later various interaction and visualization tools were developed and 
studied to reinforce guidance over video-mediated systems. Examples are remote pointing [44], 
remote annotations [16], remote hand gesturing [30], and mixed reality tools [25]. The common 
need of tele-instruction tools even has made smart device producers to build applications 
supporting remote instructions. Recently, Microsoft company released the mixed reality Dynamic 
365 Remote Assist application with the unveil of Microsoft Hololens version 2 with the aim of 
helping technicians to achieve guidance from a remote expert [40]. The company recently 
announced that the same application will be available for Android mobiles with the purpose of 
providing the same support through every-day common smart devices such as mobile phones [53]. 
Mobile mixed/augmented reality applications also have been investigated by researchers to 
support tele-instruction. For instance, Datcu et al. [9] presented a distributed collaborative 
Augmented Reality system running on the smart-phone of a local worker showing that with the 
use of a less intrusive device (i.e. mobile device), the collaboration was enhanced while avoiding 
the limitations of more obtrusive tools (e.g. Head Mounted Displays). 
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With the advances of tele-communication technologies, more recently, tele-instruction 
applications and tools have been applied to various applications such as telemedicine [27], 
telesurgery [8], and remote technical tasks and repairs [41] for supporting remote instructions. In 
telemedicine, tele-instruction applications are used in various cases including for distributed 
medical experts to consult on patients’ captured radiology images and videos [35], and for 
emergency medicine remote support [43]. In technical tasks, a remote technician uses tele-
instruction tools to guide a local technician in performing tasks such as assembly, troubleshooting, 
and repair.  

Fig. 1. The telepointer: (a) telepointer user interface in pointing mode - the pointer is the green dot on the 
anatomy; (b) drawing mode - green lines trailing green dot; (c) Trainer on left using the telepointer and 
speaking over the divider to the trainee. 

 
As tele-instruction applications expand to various domains and telepointers are potentially 

common tools for improving the quality of tele-instruction process we need better understanding 
of the challenges in using them in order to devise better designs as well as identify best practices 
for use and deployment. In the following study we investigated these challenges in the domain of 
surgical telementoring where an experienced surgeon remotely shares knowledge to a less 
experienced local worker in performing minimally invasive laparoscopic surgery tasks. In 
laparoscopic surgery, as opposed to open surgery, a long fiber optic camera provides the surgeon 
with a view of the operative field on a display. This method of surgery is growing in popularity as 
it poses a lower risk for infection and decreased time to recovery for the patient. However, a 
significant challenge in learning how to perform a surgery laparoscopically is how to ‘see’ the 
anatomy in the display as well as how to manipulate the specialized tools in the confined space 
[37]. In order to expand the use of laparoscopic surgical tasks, the surgical telementoring has been 
promoted. for instance, the Society of American Gastrointestinal and Endoscopic Surgeons 
(SAGES) has introduced telementoring as a mechanism of improving laparoscopic training and 
increased its access for patients [48]. Through this mechanism, an expert laparoscopic surgeon is 
enabled to remotely guide another experienced surgeon on new tools and techniques. This 
promotes global exchange of knowledge with the purpose of improving patient care in remote 
regions. In current telementoring practices, the laparoscopic video along with the view of the local 
surgeons’ actions outside the body is lively transferred to remote experts to observe and advise 
accordingly [46,47]. 

3 METHOD 

The study was performed in the Department of General Surgery in the Anne Arundel Medical 
Center, Annapolis, MD. We obtained Institutional Review Board Approval from the University 
of Maryland, Baltimore County. Informed consent was obtained from all participants before 
their participation. 
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3.1 Telementoring System and Setup 

A system was developed in order to study the conveyance of expert surgical knowledge in 
collocated or distributed interactions. It enabled a trainer to point or draw using free-hand 
sketches over laparoscopic video for trainees to see (Fig.1 a & b). The pointing and drawing 
functionalities provided in our home-built system are the common main features incorporated 
into the majority of telecommunication technologies [29,31,45], and in current 
telecommunication systems used in surgical telementoring such as the VISITOR1® (KARL 
STORZ, Germany) and Skype (Microsoft, USA), or telemedicine such as VSee (VSee, Sunnyvale, 
CA).  

In order to simulate the use of the system in a sterile operating room, the Microsoft Kinect 
sensor version 2 (Microsoft Corporation, USA) was used as a mechanism of touchless interaction 
[42]. Developed in C# for the Windows Operating System, the application is a transparent 
window that can be overlaid on any screen or other application. Implementing Microsoft.Speech 
API and body tracking, it uses either hand movements or audio keywords, or a combination of  
both to call upon the different functionalities [38], such as a pointer for referencing or a 
freehand drawing tool (Fig. 1). The Kinect detects the movement of the trainer and listening for 
verbal keywords. In pointing mode, the user moves the hand to control a small green circle, 
which acts as a pointer. In drawing mode, the user closes their hand to draw and then stops 
drawing by opening the hand. When the pointer is not needed, the user can either put down 
their hand or give the voice command “Kinect end” to turn off the pointer. 

To simulate the distributed condition of a telementoring environment, a divider was used 
between the trainer and the trainee, so that they could not view each other (Fig. 1.c.) but still 
hear one another’s voice. An assistant held and maneuvered the laparoscope for the trainee 
while performing the task. The gesture/voice interaction device was used in both conditions in 
order to control for changes in use due to the mechanism of interaction.  

3.2 Study Design 

In a prior session, the trainer was introduced to the telepointer system. He was informed with 
the telepointer functionalities including pointing, drawing, activating, and deactivating the 
system. He was also trained how to enable each functionality.  

Before the study, the trainees and trainers completed a demographics questionnaire, which 
included information on their surgical experience. The trainees were asked to work on a 6 to 10 
minute simulated laparoscopic task under trainer guidance. The Park Trainer (Stryker 
Corporation, USA) was used for the simulated laparoscopic tasks. The Park Trainer consists of a 
housing unit for physical anatomical models, a flexible shield with openings for the laparoscopic 
camera and instruments to be inserted, a standard laparoscopic camera with light source using 
the Stryker computer system, and a standard laparoscopic monitor on an adjustable arm at the 
top. 

The task was selected based on a hierarchical task analysis of the laparoscopic 
cholecystectomy procedure (removal of the gallbladder). The task required both skills of 
anatomical structure identification and instrument manipulation. The task was performed on a 
validated laparoscopic training physical model [38], including four subtasks as follows: (1) 
mobilizing the cystic duct and the cystic artery which is dissecting the peritoneum to separate 
the artery and the duct using marylands or scissors as instruments, (2) clipping the cystic duct 
using clip appliers, two clips on top and a clip on bottom as shown in Fig. 2.b., (3) clipping the 
cystic artery using clip appliers, two clips on the top and a clip on the bottom as shown in Fig 
.2.b , and (4) cutting the cystic artery and the cystic duct in between the clips applied (Fig. 2).  
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Fig. 2. Task models used in the study: (a) Used for subtask 1 - mobilizing the cystic duct and artery; (b - 
without the staples across the structures) Used for subtask 2 - clipping the cystic duct; and subtask 3 - 
clipping the cystic artery; (b - as shown) Used for subtask 4 - cutting the cystic artery and duct. 

Table 1. Trainees’ Experience 

Trainee  Post Graduate Year Laparoscopic Experience Gender 

1 PGY-2 minimal Male 

2 PGY-2 minimal Male 

3 PGY-3 intermediate Male 

4 PGY-3 intermediate Male 

5 PGY-2 minimal Male 

6 PGY-1 minimal Male 

7 PGY-1 minimal Female 

8 PGY-1 minimal Male 

9 Research Fellow intermediate Male 

10 Intern minimal Female 

11 surgical fellow advance Male 

12 PGY-3 intermediate Male 

duct 
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3.3 Study Participants 

The participants (Table 1) were recruited from the Department of General Surgery in the Anne 
Arundel Medical Center, Annapolis, MD. A total of 12 surgical trainees (10 male), including 1 
surgical fellow, 1 research fellow, 1 intern, and 9 surgical residents (3 PGY-1, 3 PGY-2 and 3 
PGY-3 - PGY refers to Post Graduate Year in medical school) were recruited. All the participants 
had at least some minimal experience in performing laparoscopic tasks. One attending surgeon 
was recruited as the trainer. 

3.4 Data Collection 

Video recordings enable more detailed, reflective and systematic analysis of the unfolding 
actions of the participants than in-the moment observations. Since we were interested in 
understanding the trainees’ use of the information in very detailed, instantaneous and in-situ 
manner, we collected data including audio and video recordings of trainees and trainers while 
performing the task. 

An external camera was set up to the left of the trainer to capture the trainer’s hand 
movement and the view of the telepointer on the trainer’s screen. Another camera was setup to 
the right of the trainee to capture the trainees’ movement and the laparoscopic view. The 
laparoscopic view was screen recorded on the Laptop as well. 

3.5 Data Analysis 

As a sum, 92 minutes of videos were recorded in the data collection phase. The entire recordings 
were used for the data analysis. After collection, a combined video view was created that 
contained (1) the external camera video of the trainer’s movement and his screen (over the 
shoulder), (2) the external camera video of the trainee’s movement and his or her laparoscopic 
screen (over the shoulder), and (3) the screen recording of the operative field (via the 
laparoscopic camera). The picture in picture format of all three sources of video recordings 
juxtaposed next to one another can facilitate the analysis of the recurring actions and talks 
concurrently.  

Our focus for the analysis was around uptake and use of the information provided to the 
trainee through the telepointer as an instructional collaborative tool. A detailed transcription 
containing both trainers’ and trainees’ action and conversation was made of the picture-in-
picture videos from the entire corpus by the second author. Then the analytical practice utilized 
by Heath et al. [20] and later used by Mentis et al. [39], ethnomethodologically-informed 
Conversation Analysis [22], was conducted by the first author. This practice includes a detailed 
reflective analysis that captures utterances, pauses, overlaps, intonations, and visible actions. 
Not all transcriptions were chosen to be parsed in the Conversation Analysis format. Instead, 
the first author watched the whole recording, second by second, and then extracted the 
moments relevant to the uptake of information provided by the telepointer. These moments 
were written in vignettes. We identified recurring patterns of behavior that build the main 
themes of instruction uptake and use. The most representative examples are provided in the 
results section.  

The authors have sufficient background understanding of the professional task. The last 
author of this paper has been working in this particular area of surgery for 7 years; under her 
guidance the first author has been studying this surgical task for two years and the third author 
has been conducting studies around these particular surgical tasks for 4 years. Two additional 
authors on the paper are laparoscopic surgeons. 
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4 RESULTS 

We identified three main challenges in the ways that the trainees take up, use, and act based on 
the conveyed information. The first challenge refers to the extent the trainees prioritize the 
telepointer instruction over the verbal form of instruction. The second challenge relates to how 
trainees treat a sequences of telepointer instruction. The third challenge describes how trainees 
use the telepointer instructions in performing manipulations with significant consequences.  

4.1 Attending to the Telepointer Instruction as the Primary Source of Information 

In a complex critical training environment such as laparoscopic surgical training, trainees are 
required to manage multiple cognitive and physical actions while they are exposed to multiple 
sources of information at the same time. In such an environment, the trainee needs to integrate 
different skills, knowledge and behaviors concurrently. A telepointer is a new source of 
information added to all the information they were already exposed to. In this case, the trainees 
show a tendency to attend to only a single source of information resulting in missing the 
information conveyed in another medium. The trainees show a tendency to prioritize the 
sources of information resulting in an ordered list of information sources. By applying this 
approach, they either use the telepointer as the primary source of information and the verbal 
instruction as the secondary or vice versa. When a trainee is overloaded with the given 
information, they may fail to share their attention with different sources of information 
concluding in paying all of their attention to their primary source of information to the 
detriment of the others. Such tendency is revealed mostly in two cases. 

The first case is the moments that the instruction provided by the telepointer is wrong or it 
is different from the verbal instruction while both conveying the same type of information (e.g. 
location of an action). For instance, one major type of instruction provided by the use of the 
telepointer is guiding the trainee to direct the instrument to the correct anatomical target 
location. This instruction helps the trainee to locate the correct point of action in using the 
instrument by providing visual indicators on the exact desired point of application. In multiple 
sessions, some instances of pointing on the wrong spot occurred. For example, the trainer 
mistakenly points on a tissue, although he verbally instructed the trainee to direct the 
instrument to a different tissue. This was either due to the system’s challenges or the trainer not 
being as exact as necessary. In the following example, we show that the trainee (P8) acts upon 
the wrong instruction provided by the telepointer.  

In this vignette, we see the trainer mistakenly ended up pointing to the duct instead of the 
artery (in line 3). The reason might be that he focused on giving the verbal instruction and he 
does not fully attend to where he is pointing. The trainee (P8) seems to prioritize the telepointer 
instruction over the verbal instruction (in line 4). The reasoning behind this behavior could be 
the trainee’s incapability in managing all the information he is exposed to as he has less 
experience in handling the cognitive load of this surgical task. In such a situation, he reacts to 
the telepointer instruction because that is the most salient piece of information in front of him. 
And so, the telepointer instruction as a visual source of information supersedes the verbal 
instruction in catching the trainees’ attention.  
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1  trainer   Yes that’s good trajectory for the tip of your instrument 

 [come in and keep the bottom jaw ((of the grasper)) 

   underneath the]             

2  trainee   [((brings the instrument towards the duct))] 

3  trainer   [blood vessel the window that you created          ] 

 [((accidently moves the pointer down from the artery to 

      The duct))] 

   
4  trainee   ((grabs the duct by the instrument)) 

5  trainer   No (0.4) [that’s the duct.                 ] 

6  trainee           [((stops and pulls back the instrument))] 

7  trainer   [The red structure is the artery.            ] 

       [((moves the pointer to point to the artery))] 

8  trainer   You just created a window on that 

              [so get slide underneath                             ] 

              [((points between artery and duct))                  ] 

9  trainee  ((grabs the artery right where the trainer points at)) 

10  trainer   There you go. 

 
Some other instances of our observations show the opposite behavior to what we just 

discussed. This occurs again when the trainer is pointing on the wrong spot, but this time, the 
trainee does not simply follow the telepointer. Instead, he uses the verbal information given to 
accomplish the right task. The following vignette is an example of such behavior.  
 
1  trainer  [Or get it from the bottom] 

              [((accidently points at the peritoneum on top of the 

          artery))]             

2  trainee   ((grabs the peritoneum on the bottom of the artery)) 

3  trainer   Yes take that 

 

In this example, we see the trainer verbally asks to grab the artery from the bottom while he 
mistakenly ends up pointing at the top part of it (in line 1). The trainee (P12) does not 
completely attend to the telepointer instruction, and instead focuses on the verbal instruction. 
The trainer asks him to get the peritoneum from the bottom. However, he does not mention 
bottom of what or where. Although the telepointer instruction is wrong, the trainee applies the 
instrument at the right location (in line 2). Here the trainee might better be able to integrate 
both telepointer and verbal instruction, or perhaps they might simply ignore the telepointer 
instruction by solely attending to the verbal instruction. However, while we noticed a couple of 
examples of the trainer mistakenly giving the wrong telepointer instruction and the trainee 
ignoring it (e.g. the last vignette), we still have many more examples of trainees reflecting the 
telepointer as more instructionally prominent.  
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The second case that reveals the use of telepointer as the prominent source of information is 

the moments that the telepointer and verbal instructions refer to two different types of 
information (e.g. telepointer shows the location and the verbal instruction is about the 
orientation of the instrument). 
 
1   trainer  then you are going to come with your dominant hand and 

    you’re gonna start creating a window a little divot right 

    there 

    ((points at the location))  

2   trainee  ((moves the instrument towards where the pointer points at 

    while tips are turned outwards of the tissue))  

3 trainer  turn your tips inwards so you are pointing to that divot 

    with tip of your Instrument, 

4   trainee  ((still approaches the tissue with tips outwards)) 

5   trainer  nope nope no no no 

6   trainee  ((pulls back the instrument)) 

7   trainer  <turn the tips of your instrument inward> 

8   trainee  [((turns the tips inward))                    ] 

9   trainer  [keep turning (0.1) yup so the tip is pointing to that 

           divot] 

    start spreading in there (0.7) gently.   

10   trainee  ((starts dissecting where the pointer points at)) 

11   trainer  ((moves the pointer to the right side of the peritoneum)) 

    [right there] 

    [((fixes the pointer at a point on the right side of the  

    peritoneum))] 

    To u::hh open up [this little space ] 

          [moves the pointer up and down, back and 

    forth on an invisible line between two close points 

    crossing the spot he was pointing at]                   

12   trainee  ((moves the instrument towards where the pointer pointed 

     at while the tips were towards outside of the peritoneum)) 

13   trainer  turn your tips please, 

14   trainee  ((rotates the instrument so that the tips turns towards  

    the peritoneum)) 

15   trainer  yup keep dissecting that tunnel (0.5) and work your way  

    up. 

Here, P6 starts the task by being instructed to dissect the peritoneum. The trainer uses both 
verbal instruction to guide him to use the right orientation of the tip of the instrument (in line 
3), and telepointer instruction, to show him the right location of dissection (in line 1). What we 
see is the trainee ignoring the verbal instruction regarding turning the tips and following the 
telepointer location (in line 4). Thus, we notice that the telepointer is the primary source of 
information for the trainee at this moment. In response, the trainer prevents him from moving 
further while holding the instrument in the wrong orientation by giving an explicitly 
emphasized hindering verbal command, “Nope no no” (in line 5). This moment is when the 
trainee again turns his attention to the verbal instruction. 

This behavior could be due to the trainer and the trainee’s different approaches in using the 
telepointer instruction. From the trainer’s point of view, the telepointer might be an aiding 
technology to facilitate the verbal instruction. Meaning while the telepointer does not provide 
prominent information at some moments, it is still activated. However, the trainee might use the 
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telepointer as the main source of information. Therefore, this mismatch in perceiving the role of 
the telepointer must be addressed by an integrated design and training solution. 

    
4.2 Parsing Sequences of Information Provided by the Telepointer 

Trainees need to remember a lot of information when they are instructed including the type of 
manipulation, the location of the manipulation, the type of instrument, the orientation of the 
instrument, etc. Furthermore, they need to integrate what they see, what they hear, and their 
background knowledge. With this, being provided with a sequence of instructions might be 
challenging in terms of the amount of information needing to be remembered. 

One common situation that arose is when the trainer wants the trainee to simultaneously 
perform different manipulations by each hand on two different spots. Two approaches may be 
applied to provide the instruction that includes two simultaneous actions. The first approach is 
to give all the information needed for both actions at the beginning.  

1  trainer  I want you to pickup the tissue< u::hh righ::t              

 ((moves the pointer to the right side of the peritoneum)) 

 right around there somewhere 

 >pick that peritoneum< and you’re gonna dissect 

 with your non-dominant hand you’re gonna grab and retract 

 ((holds the pointer on the right side of the peritoneum)) 

 and you’re gonna dissect underneath (0.4) here 

 ((moves the pointer to an upper spot))  

 to find the blood vessel and separate the peritoneum off 

 the blood vessel. so go for that. 

2  trainee   ((brings down the instrument toward the peritoneum)) 

3  trainer  if it helps to go the opposite direction do that. you can 

    also grab the peritoneum towards you  

    [from this side and use your other hand       ] 

    [((points at the left side of the peritoneum))] 

4  trainee   ((grabs and [pulls the left side of the peritoneum with  

                                                           left hand))] 

5  trainer        [pull (0.1) yeah                            ] 

    with your left hand (0.5) pull a little bit  

              [and begin to kinda]  

6  trainee  [((moves the instrument in the right hand toward the left 

              side of the peritoneum underneath where he grabbed by 

              non-dominant hand))] 

7  trainer  >not there                         

8  trainee  ((pulls back the instrument in his right hand))                                          

9  trainer  [Actually right arou::nd there you should be dissecting] 

    [((moves the pointer towards the right side of the  

             peritoneum))] 

10 trainee  ((moves the instrument toward where the trainer points 

    at)) 

11   trainer  Yup. 

In this case, the ultimate goal is to find the blood vessel by dissecting the peritoneum 
covering it. The trainer starts by explaining the goal and one way of accomplishing it in line 1. 
The approach is to grab the right side of the peritoneum and pull it with the non-dominant hand 
(i.e. left hand) and dissect underneath using the right hand. In line 3, he offers another approach 
which is still grabbing by the left hand and dissecting by the right hand but on different 
locations. However, the pointer only points at the grabbing location (in line 3). While the 
trainee, P11, begins to grab the correct location using the left hand (i.e. left side of the 
peritoneum), he moves the instrument in his right hand towards the same location where the 
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pointer is fixed at (in line 6). That is when the trainer intervenes by saying “not there” (in line 7) 
and moves the pointer towards the right side of the peritoneum where he wants the trainee to 
dissect.   

In this example, we see that the trainee uses the immediate information provided to him. 
Although in the beginning, the trainer is pointing at the location to dissect, later, when the 
trainee starts dissecting, he does not act in response to the visual information showing where to 
dissect. Instead, the trainee interprets the location to grab as the location to dissect.   

In such situations, we saw that giving the entire sequence of instructions including the two 
needed manipulations and two locations and then holding the pointer at the location desired for 
one of the manipulations might mislead the trainee.  

An alternative approach is to break down a sequence of instructions into separate 
instructional moments. With that, the trainer waits for the trainee to perform the first 
manipulation along with pointing at the desired location, and then moves the pointer to the 
location of the second manipulation asking to perform the second manipulation. Below is an 
example of a trainee being instructed by the latter alternative approach.   

 
1   trainer  [I want you to use your nondominant hand and grab right 

                      there]              

    [((moves the pointer to the left side of the peritoneum))]   

           
    

    Where I am pointing (0.5) you see me? 

2   trainee  Yes 

    ((moves the instrument in his left hand towards where the 

     pointer points at)) 

              ((grabs the peritoneum on where the pointer points at)) 

3   trainer  A::nd (1.2) put tractions towards you 

4   trainee  ((pulls where he grabbed towards himself)) 

5   trainer  [And the::n u::hh dissect a little bit just medial] 

              [((moves the pointer to the right side of the 

    peritoneum))                                      ] 

              [right there]                                           

              [((fixes the pointer at a point on the right side of the 

    peritoneum))] 
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               To u::hh open up [this little space] 

                  [moves the pointer up and down back and 

    forth on an invisible line between two close points 

              crossing the spot he was pointing at]                     

6   trainee  ((moves the instrument towards where the pointer pointed 

    at while the tips were towards outside of the 

    peritoneum)) 

7   trainer  turn your tips please 

8   trainee  ((rotates the instrument so that the tips turns toward the 

     peritoneum)) 

9   trainer  yup keep dissecting that tunnel (0.5) and work your way up 

10  trainee  ((starts dissecting the area between the two points the 

    pointer pointed at)) 

Here, the trainee is asked to perform the exact same two manipulations; grabbing with the 
left hand and dissecting with the right hand. The difference in this situation is that the trainer 
splits the two sets of instructions. First, in line 1 he asks the trainee to grab the peritoneum 
while pointing at the desired location. By so doing, he provides the two main pieces of 
information needed for accomplishing the task, the manipulation type and the location, right 
when the trainee carries out the task. After completing the first manipulation by the trainee, the 
trainer starts asking for the second manipulation along with pointing at the location with the 
telepointer in line 5. In this situation the immediate pointing location the trainee sees shows the 
desired spot of the action he is to maneuver through. Our examples show when a sequence of 
manipulations are needed to be performed, instructing the trainee without pause between the 
different manipulations may lead to confusion. The fact that the telepointer is designed to only 
convey a single focal point on the view at a time is the problematic factor as the trainees are 
sometimes asked to perform two manipulations on two different locations in a continuous form 
of instruction (without pause). Indeed, telepointers are considered to convey the following types 
of information: (1) where to focus one's attention for description (2) where to perform a single 
action, and (3) how to perform a single action. In our example, the trainer fails to provide the 
instructions for two different location at a time because the telepointer is not designed to 
convey that type of information. Thus, in order to use the information that can be gleaned from 
a telepointer, the method of instruction needed to be changed to that of a sequence of actions. In 
other words, to break down the simultaneous actions into two separate instructions, which then 
allowed for the use of the single focus/single performance information that the telepointer can 
assist. 
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4.3 Insufficiency of the Information Provided by the Telepointer in Manipulations 
with Significant Consequences 

A surgical task is a combination of several different manipulations. In our examples, a task 
includes manipulations such as grabbing, dissecting, cutting and clipping. However, some 
manipulations might carry more significant consequences compared to others. For instance, the 
consequence of peritoneum grabbing or dissecting might not be as significant as cutting a blood 
vessel. Such differences lead the trainee to behave differently towards telepointer instructions. 
Below is an example from P11 being instructed to cut the blood vessel.  

1  trainer  so, now you're going to cut between the upper part of your 

    second 

    >[so you’re gonna cut right there.] 

     [((points at a location on the blood vessel between the 

          two clips))] 

    take your scissors and cut that. 

2  trainee   if it helps to go the opposite direction do that. you can 

    also grab the peritoneum towards you  

              [from this side and use your other hand       ] 

              [((points at the left side of the peritoneum))] 

4  trainee  ((grabs the scissors and takes them into the laparoscopic 

    view)) 

    ((puts the scissors tips on the spot the telepointer  

    points at)) 

    right here? 

5  trainer   yup.slide in (2.0) go fire. 

6 trainee  ((cuts the vessel at the pointed location))   

 

 
 In this example, the trainee does not simply follow the location of the pointer for cutting. 
Instead, he asks for a verbal confirmation in line 4. Once the trainer confirms the correct 
positioning of the scissors tips in line 5, then the trainee starts cutting. This same behavior (i.e. 
asking for confirmation before performing the manipulation) is observed for most of the 
trainees in applying clips on the tissues and in cutting. However, this is not the case for the 
grabbing and dissecting types of manipulations. An example is lines 9 and 10 in the first vignette 
of subsection 4.2. The trainee immediately follows the pointer location for dissecting the 
peritoneum without asking for confirmation.  

 Unlike our first set of examples in section 4.1 - that the trainees fully attended to the 
telepointer instruction ignoring the verbal instruction - in this last example, before they make a 
significant, unalterable action and even when the telepointer points at the right location, the 
trainee asks for clarification. The trainee avoids acting immediately in response to the 
telepointer instruction by asking for verbal verification. This observation leads us to the idea 
that the trainees act differently upon the telepointer instruction when they carry out a 
manipulation with a significant consequence.  

 The other interesting behavior in this example is the use of the instrument for pointing at a 
location by the trainee in line 4. Although such behavior was rarely observed from the trainees, 
in most cases where they carried out a manipulation with a significant outcome, they asked for 
confirmation about the exact location of the action by pointing with the surgical instruments 
themselves. This indicates three facts. First, the need for trainees to be able to visually refer to a 
location on the shared display. Second, the imbalanced structure of communication between the 
trainer and the trainee - apart from the moments the trainees ask for clarification with regards 
to the location of performing a significant action, the trainees do not actively participate in the 
discussion. Third, the tendency of asking for confirmation in performing a manipulation with 
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significant consequences might not occur in a simulated less critical experiment/setting. This 
study explores a real world work setting. In this environment, all tasks are not the same in 
terms of how critical they are. This should be noted in any real world work setting that 
incorporates the telepointer as an instructional technology.  

5 DISCUSSION 

In this study, we investigated the patterns of actions and talk that resulted from the use of a 
telepointer as an instructional guidance tool in a surgical telementoring setting. We were 
interested in unfolding the actions elicited upon telepointer-provided instructions, in order to 
gain a better understanding of the challenges of using current telepointer design. We revealed 
three main challenges of using a telepointer technology, specifically in the domain of remote 
mentoring in surgery. More importantly, we have found that the solutions to the challenges are 
not simply technical (e.g. found in [11,14,15]) or solely social, but could be addressed in an 
intertwined social and technical manner. Technically, we need to offer better, more effective, 
tele-pointing technologies. However, only presenting the technology to the users is not enough. 
In order for collaborators to know how to convey and perceive the information through the 
telepointer, a train-the-trainer phase on how to use the technology in the proper way is needed 
[2]. Otherwise, the telepointer instructions are sometimes successful and other times 
unsuccessful as we observed in our data. Indeed, we did train the trainer how to use the 
functionality of the technology. But, what is missing is training on how to utilize the tools with 
regards to trainees’ way of uptaking the information. This Is about what knowledge the trainer 
needs to understand how communication and training occurs, and how to utilize the tools in 
order to properly convey that information. 

Here, we face a socio-technical problem. A socio-technical problem is a “problem with social, 
organizational and technical processes interacting to produce the phenomenon to be studied” 
[6,51]. For a socio-technical problem the solution is not merely about better system design, but it 
is a multi-tiered integrated solution grounded in both social and technical aspects. Because of 
the challenges that emerge by inserting the technology (i.e. telepointer) into a social context (i.e. 
mentoring), we state that the observed challenges we have observed are of a socio-technical 
manner. In order to manage socio-technical challenges, intertwined social and technical 
implications must be considered. In the following sections, we discuss both socio-technical 
implications for each challenge we found in using the telepointer.   
 
5.1 Attending to the Telepointer Instruction as the Primary Source of Information 
We saw that in situations within which the local workers were overloaded with information, 
they tended to prioritize the information sources by paying the majority of their attention to 
one source of information. In this situation, when the local workers attend only to the 
information provided by the telepointer as the primary source, and this information is 
accidentally pointing at the wrong location, the trainees understandably fail carrying out the 
action on the correct location. 

The first technical solution that can reduce issues such as accidentally pointing at the wrong 
location is to ensure there is a quick mechanism for turning on and off the telepointer - in 
essence only using it at specific times of instruction [3]. However, having no or difficult 
commands for turning off the telepointer may hinder the remote expert to deactivate the 
pointer. This seems like a simple and straightforward technical solution. And this technical 
solution had been suggested by Heath et al. [21] as well. In the pointing system they proposed, 
the option of turning off the pointer was not provided. This caused the remote person to 
unintentionally point on locations because they were not able to turn off the pointer when 
pointing was not needed. In our system, the option of deactivating the pointer was available for 
the trainer. However, this technical solution solely did not work in our study. Although an easy 

https://paperpile.com/c/LBfFYc/e3ssT+yybpe+IfhoZ
https://paperpile.com/c/LBfFYc/FJMmQ
https://paperpile.com/c/LBfFYc/bg2qN+szHKu
https://paperpile.com/c/LBfFYc/nbBLO
https://paperpile.com/c/LBfFYc/1NmxD
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command for turning off the telepointer was provided (removing one’s hand or saying “Kinect 
end”), this did not prevent the occurrence of a trainer continuing to hover over a point when the 
instruction had moved on. This comparison shows powering the systems by incorporating 
better technologies is not sufficient. In fact, our argument is not that there is a technical solution 
that we have not thought of. Our argument is that in order to take advantage of that technical 
solution, there is a required social context in which that technology is used.  

Here, the social challenge might be a disconnect between the foci of the dyad which could be 
a communication problem which is grounded in the social interaction. The challenge is that the 
remote expert might not attend to where they are pointing because they are focused on giving 
the verbal instruction. On the other side, the local worker tends to treat the telepointer as the 
primary mode of communication as opposed to the verbal channel and that prioritization would 
be overlooked by the remote expert. Informing the remote expert about such tendencies can 
inform them to work more carefully with the pointing technology. If a remote expert is trained 
that a mistakenly pointed gesture may trigger a local worker's error in performing the task, they 
could continuously pay attention to where the pointer is located over the course of the task and 
more closely observe the trainees’ actions. The remote expert should be taught not to point at a 
location unless that is the exact spot they want the local worker to attend. This also stands for 
the cases where the verbal information is so important. The remote expert needs to be trained 
that the pointer should not be used when they provide important verbal information because the 
local worker tends to ignore the verbal instruction. They should be taught that decoupling 
verbal instruction from telepointer instruction, or ensuring that the telepointer points at the 
right location could prevent errors. Thus, in training-the-trainer, it is not to teach the trainer 
how to use a specific technology, but rather to train-the-trainer in how trainees use the 
information provided to them through the telepointer.  

5.2 Parsing Sequences of Information Provided by the Telepointer 

The majority of the developed telepointing technologies [10,14,15,19] overlay a single hand 
movement on the shared view. However, as we observed, the local worker might be asked to use 
both hands to perform manipulations on more than one location at a moment. This is where the 
pointing technology can partially provide the spatial information. This technical gap can justify 
the need for a pointing technology which is able to represent instructions for both left and right 
hands. This can be implemented by triggering an input (e.g. mouse button) that changes the 
pointer shape and color to represent the instruction for the other hand. For such implementation 
the question is how adding colors or shapes as information carriers might be cognitively 
overloading for both parties. The other design solution is to project the remote expert’s hand 
gestures on the shared view so that the local worker can observe both hands placement on the 
work field view [30]. However, such a design may cover much of the field background 
information that is critical for complex tasks such as surgery. This issue could be alleviated by 
incorporating translucent hand gesture images [26,36]. Furthermore, the projected hand 
gestures might not provide precise information for the small spot a manipulation must be 
carried out on.  

However, with incorporating all possible technical improvements there is still social 
implication that must be taken into account. Providing a sequence of instructions at a time 
might be challenging for the local workers as they would be required to remember a lot of 
information. As we indicated in our results section in the second vignette of section 4.2, it was 
observed that the trainee did not perform any errors when instruction was presented in a step-
by-step format. Here, the trainer waited to provide instruction of the second hand until the 
trainee completed the manipulation instructed to do with first hand. This waiting behavior may 
be considered when teaching the remote expert how to instruct using the pointing technology. 
They could be taught to break a sequence of instructions into pieces to reduce errors that may 

https://paperpile.com/c/LBfFYc/KUOxk+9kC8f+yybpe+e3ssT
https://paperpile.com/c/LBfFYc/Wbi8x
https://paperpile.com/c/LBfFYc/yjwO9+by2hk
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have been caused by the cognitive overload from presenting too much information at once. By 
applying this strategy, the remote expert gives all the required spatial information at the 
moment of action, to decrease the likelihood of erroneous action by the local worker.    

5.3 Insufficiency of the Information Provided by the Telepointer in Manipulations 
with Significant Consequences 

In starting an action with significant consequences, local workers might look for more 
clarification than only the telepointer provided information. This strategy in asking for 
confirmation regarding the location of actions with significant consequences (e.g. cutting and 
clipping in surgery tasks) is not only encouraged, but also should be facilitated through 
technology. In order to assure the right location for the critical manipulations, we observed that 
the local trainees used their instruments (e.g. scissors, and clip appliers) to refer to a location. 
This strategy could be better applied with providing the local worker with a tele-pointing 
technology as well.  

Most current pointing technologies for facilitating collaborative tasks are single user input 
tools [12,17,33,45] enabling only the remote worker to interact with the display. A single user 
input technology causes imbalanced communication structure between the collaborators, 
causing the learner to passively accept the provided information without taking it into 
discussion or asking for clarification. A possible technical solution to avoid unbalanced 
communication is to promote the local trainee’s contribution to the task by enabling them to 
point at the view concurrently. For tasks where the trainees’ hands are occupied with the task-
related instruments, such as pilot training simulations and surgical training, Feng et al. [11] 
suggest the use of eye-gaze and voice control for pointing. The eye-gaze based pointing is also 
found as an effective tool in remote collaboration by Higuch et al. [23]. As such, the telepointer 
design may better be customized for individual tasks. While these technical enhancements may 
improve the communication by involving the local trainee in an active interaction, there are 
lessons for remote experts regarding the social context of guiding the local worker through the 
manipulations with significant consequences Remote experts should be taught that simply 
pointing at the desired location of a significant action might not be enough for the trainee to 
proceed. In such cases, a verbal clarification that confirms the correctness of the pointer location 
is needed. Otherwise, the trainee initiates confirmation. This behavior might be even more 
essential in a real world work settings such as the surgical setting. In real world settings, some 
manipulations are more critical than others. Trainers should take this into account to flexibly 
use the telepointer and add verbal confirmations with regards to the significance level of the 
task outcomes. 

Limitations 

It is noteworthy that the drawing feature of the telepointer was never used by the trainer in this 
study. We do not have the information why since this study does not include a post-interview 
phase. Furthermore, this behavior could be this specific trainer’s way of using this technology. 
Therefore, we were not able to conclude any finding out of it. However, we consider as a very 
interesting topic for future research. By recruiting more trainers in the future, and monitoring 
them with regards to the usage of a drawing function, we could obtain better insights on this 
tool. 

6 CONCLUSION 

In this study we investigated the challenges in using the information conveyed through a 
telepointer in remote instructional collaborative tasks by applying a conversation analysis 
approach to explore talk and actions between a trainer and trainee. Our analysis revealed three 

https://paperpile.com/c/LBfFYc/Y4eYj+51bXH+1eSkZ+CVM6J
https://paperpile.com/c/LBfFYc/IfhoZ
https://paperpile.com/c/LBfFYc/sfCPC
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main challenges that local workers face in using the telepointer instructions. We argued that the 
identified challenges could be addressed through intertwined social and technical implications. 
We further presented possible technical implications, which suggest telepointing system design 
improvements, and integrated social implications, which propose solutions based on training 
remote and local workers how to better use the telepointing technologies. In the future, the 
ability of presented socio-technical solutions for addressing the identified challenges should be 
investigated.    
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